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Abstract— Bags of visual words are the most studied image
description technique in the last years. This representation of
images raised new possibilities as well as new research issues.
In particular, it is important to automatically determine
which visual words are the most relevant to describe the
images, and which ones should be ignored. This issue is a
classical problem of textual information retrieval, usually
addressed by the use of weighting schemes. In this paper,
the most common weighting schemes from text retrieval
are applied to the case of visual word-based retrieval.
New weighting schemes are also proposed, and several
Minkowski-like distances are tested. The experiments are
performed on four different datasets that correspond to two
different retrieval tasks; it allows us to bring to light some
properties of visual words and weighting schemes. This study
results in several findings. It first shows that the optimal
setting for distances and weighting schemes depends on
the nature of the visual content of the images considered.
Especially, raw frequency can be the most effective weight
when dealing with complex datasets; it questions the habit
to systematically use the tf . idf weighting scheme. It also
shows that weighting schemes and Minkowski distances have
similar effect and should be used together in a consistent
way. Based on these findings, general guidelines for the
choice of distances and weighting schemes are proposed.

Index Terms— Image retrieval, visual words, weighting
schemes, divergence from randomness, vector space model,
Minkowski distances, fractional distances.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE retrieval has been an active research field for

many years now, and the recent and dramatic growth

of image collections, due to the popularization of image

acquisition devices such as camera cellphones, raises the

need for effective retrieval systems able to handle large

quantities of data. In the last years, the use of quantized

local descriptors as an image description has received a

huge interest, and most of modern image retrieval systems

rely on this technique, referred to as bag of visual words
or bag of features. Such systems have shown excellent

capabilities in various tasks such as particular object or
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scene retrieval [2], [3], image categorization [4] and image

annotation [5], but also raised new research issues. One

of these is: how to automatically determine which visual

words best describe the images? This problem has been

widely studied in the field of text retrieval and, since bag

of visual words are inspired from the bag of words used

to describe textual documents, many solutions exist that

can be adapted to images. One of these is the use of

weighting schemes: they allow to control the importance

of words in the description of documents, depending on

how representative of document contents they are. The

most popular of these weighting schemes, called tf . idf ,
has been part of visual word-based systems since the sem-

inal work of [2]; however there is no comprehensive study

about the relative performance of the available weighting

schemes. This is the issue addressed in this paper: the

statistical properties of visual words are studied from

a text retrieval perspective, and many of the weighting

schemes available in the text retrieval literature, as well

as some new ones, are applied in the context of image

retrieval, providing experimental results for 84 different

weighting configurations. Different Minkowski metrics

are used to compare document vectors, showing the

relationship between weights and distances. This study is

performed on four datasets covering two distinct retrieval

tasks to provide a global overview of the problem.

This paper is an extended version of [1]. It provides a

more complete background analysis with empirical evi-

dence of the claims that fund this work (Section III). Ad-

ditional experimental results are provided (Section VII),

together with more detailed analyses (Sections VIII-A,

VIII-B and VIII-C) and discussions (Sections IX-C and

IX-D) of the overall results. Finally, it provides some

new guidelines for the choice of appropriate weighting

schemes (Section X).

First, the bag of visual words approach is presented

(Section II). Some elements about the relation between

visual word-based image retrieval and text retrieval are

provided, and some fundamental differences that must be

taken into account when working with weighting schemes

are detailed (Section III). Then, the datasets used in

this study (Section IV) are presented, followed by the
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distances (Section V) and the weighting schemes tested in

the experiments (Section VI). Some new, image-specific,

weighting schemes are also proposed (Section VI-C).

Finally, the experimental settings and the results of the

experiments are detailed (Section VII), analyzed (Sec-

tion VIII) and discussed (Section IX). Based on this

discussion, Section X presents some general guidelines

to choose appropriate weighting schemes. Related work

from the literature is reviewed in Section XI.

II. THE BAG OF VISUAL WORDS MODEL

A. Definition

The visual word-based representation of image relies on

a finite number of image elements, named visual words,

that are combined to obtain a global representation of

images. The construction of the bag of visual words of

an image includes two steps (see Fig.1):

1) the construction of a visual vocabulary, i.e. of the set

of possible visual words describing an image. This

vocabulary is unique for the whole image dataset, so

images are all described using the same elements.

The vocabulary is therefore computed once, al-

though some authors combine several vocabularies

to represent images [6].

2) the construction of the bag of visual words rep-

resenting an image, by counting the number of

occurrences of each visual word in the image to

construct a vector of visual word counts.

Construction of the visual vocabulary: First, local

descriptors (e.g. SIFT descriptors [7]) are extracted from

a set of images and grouped using a clustering algorithm

(e.g. k-means). Each of the resulting clusters corresponds

to one visual word. The number of clusters, i.e. the

vocabulary size, is set manually since most clustering

algorithms cannot determine an optimal cluster number.

There is no rule to pick the vocabulary size, although

some claim that the larger the vocabulary, the better [8].

Typically, the vocabulary size stands between a few

thousands and one million words. Although it is computed

only once, this step raises some efficiency issues because

of the large amount of input descriptors required, their

high dimensionality and the high number of clusters used.

Construction of the visual word vector: Given an

image and a vocabulary, a visual word vector is built to

describe this image. Local descriptors are extracted from

the image and matched with the centroids of the vocabu-

lary to find which clusters they fall in. Each descriptor

counts for one occurrence of the corresponding visual

word, building an histogram of visual word occurrences.

Generally, the number of image descriptors is smaller than

the vocabulary size, resulting in a sparse vector.

B. Advantages of the Bag of Visual Words Model

1) Relation to text retrieval: The visual word vectors

are similar to the vectors used in the vector space model

(VSM) of information retrieval: sparse vectors of element

occurrences. Many techniques from text retrieval can

therefore be applied to images, e.g. pLSA [9], inverted

index [2] or query expansion [10].

2) Efficiency and effectiveness: Visual word vectors,

especially when coupled to index structures such as an

inverted index, can provide search results quickly. They

are more efficient than previous approaches relying on

local descriptors (e.g. [11]) while remaining effective,

thanks to the expressiveness of local descriptors and

histogram sparsity.

3) Generalization capabilities: It is often assumed

that quantizing local descriptors allows to group visually

similar features that would not have been matched by

regular matching algorithms, making them more robust

to some appearance variations.

C. Major Issues

1) Independence of the visual words: Visual word

occurrences are usually considered independent, which is

not always realistic (see Section III-B). Some authors have

proposed to group occurrences to overcome this limitation

(e.g. [12], [13]).

2) Relative importance of the visual words: While

some visual words are very descriptive of the image

content, some of them are of poor interest (e.g. visual

words that occur in the background). This is the main

issue addressed in this paper. More details are available

throughout the paper, including a literature review (Sec-

tion XI).

3) Construction of an optimal vocabulary: The vo-

cabulary construction is an essential step, but complex

clustering methods cannot be used due efficiency lim-

itations. Several authors propose methods to get better

vocabularies [14] or quicken the clustering step [15].

However, there is no consensus on how to build an

optimal vocabulary.

4) Loss of precision: The quantization process allows

to get faster systems, but this approximate descriptor

matching can be prejudicial to some applications. This

has been studied in the literature (e.g. [3], [16]). It can

seem opposed to the supposed generalization capabilities

of this approach, but it applies to different tasks (near

duplicate retrieval vs. image categorization).

III. ON THE RELATION BETWEEN VISUAL WORDS

AND TEXTUAL WORDS

As stated in Section II-B, the bag of visual words model

is very close to the standard VSM of text retrieval. This

similarity allows us to apply text retrieval techniques to

images, as we do in this paper. To do so, some differences

existing between textual and visual words must be stated

in order to better understand the results obtained. This

is especially true when working on weighting schemes,

which rely on the distribution of visual words within and

over documents.
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Figure 1. Construction of the visual word histogram of an image.

A. Nature of the Vocabulary

The first notable difference is the way the vocabulary is

obtained. In the case of textual corpora, the vocabulary is

provided implicitly by the data: it contains all the words

occurring in the dataset, and can be further optimized

using natural language processing tools (e.g. stemmers).

In contrast, a visual vocabulary is built explicitly during a

process involving many parameters; it is possible to build

many different vocabularies from a single dataset.

B. Meaning of the Visual Words

Textual and visual words have different meanings. On

the one hand, a textual word conveys its own meaning

(for instance house, computer. . . ), making text retrieval

systems able to work under the word independence as-
sumption, which states that words can be considered as

occurring independently from each other. Although this

is not always true (e.g. White House has meaning that

differs from White and House taken separately), most

systems still yield good results under this assumption.

On the other hand, visual words are not meaningful on

their own, and rather make sense when considered as a

whole, as shown in Fig.1 where the face can only be

identified by considering its subparts. This insight can

be confirmed from simple statistics on visual word dis-

tributions. Considering a small dataset containing 5,415

images divided into 6 object categories, the number of

categories in which each visual word occurs is calculated.

The results are reported in Table I(a). Clearly, most of the

visual words of the 6,556-word-vocabulary can occur in

any category. Hence, they do not correspond to specific

parts of a single object. The same statistics on a text

dataset with comparable size (Reuters R8 dataset [17], 8

categories, 7,674 documents) reveal that most words occur

in only one category (Table I(b)). This shows that visual

vocabularies contain much more polysemous words (i.e.

words with several meanings) than textual vocabularies.

TABLE I.
DISTRIBUTION OF WORDS WITH RESPECT TO THE NUMBER OF

CATEGORIES THEY OCCUR IN (A) IN AN IMAGE DATASET

CONTAINING SIX IMAGE CATEGORIES (B) IN A TEXT DATASET

CONTAINING EIGHT CATEGORIES.

Number of categories Number of
where the visual visual words

word occurs
1 4
2 3
3 11
4 15
5 81
6 6442

(a)

Number of categories Number of
where the textual textual words

word occurs
1 14043
2 4130
3 1629
4 1050
5 782
6 653
7 551
8 747

(b)

C. Length of the Documents

In text retrieval, the length of a document corresponds

to the number of word occurrences in it. Generally, the

more words a documents contains, the more information

it contains (either more topics or more precisions about

a given topic). Moreover, the longer the document, the

the larger its vocabulary, and the more each word occurs.
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These facts motivated much work about document nor-

malization. In images, the length of a document obeys to

different laws, which are more difficult to define formally.

At least three parameters can affect it:

• the size (or resolution) of the image: the larger

the image (or the higher its resolution), the higher

the number of regions provided by interest point

detectors. As an illustration, Fig.2 shows the number

of regions detected using a Hessian-affine detector on

an image scaled at 3 different sizes;

• the visual content of the image: since interest point

detectors react to the heterogeneity (or homogeneity)

of the image to determine where the most interesting

regions are, the nature of the image has a strong

influence on the number of regions detected. Fig.3
illustrates this, by indicating the number of regions

detected by a Hessian-affine detector on four images

with different visual contents. On the first one, very

few regions are detected, due to the homogeneity

of the content. On the second one, few regions are

detected because of the obscurity. On the last two,

many regions are detected, due to the complexity of

the objects and/or backgrounds;

• the detector parameters: the detector itself influences

the number of regions detected, since it is generally

possible to tune its sensitivity; however, it does not

constitute a major issue, as the same detector and

parameters are used for every image of the dataset.

D. Visual Word Frequencies Within a Document

In text documents, word frequencies (i.e. number of

occurrences) are usually interpreted as follows: the more

frequent a word, the more specific to the document it

is. Frequency reflects the importance of that word in this

document. As for document length, visual word frequency

can be due to several factors.

• The intra-document frequency of a word will be

higher if the object containing this visual word oc-

cupies a bigger proportion of the image. Also, if the

object occurs several times, visual word frequencies

will also increase. This is somewhat similar to text

documents, but two remarks should be made. First,

a bigger object will show more details and tend to

contain visual words that would have not appeared

at a smaller scale. Also, the fact that an object takes

up a large area on the image, or appears more than

once, does not necessarily mean that this object is

important to describe the picture, as shown on the

third picture of Fig.3 where repeated objects belong

to the background, which is often of little interest.

• Intra-document frequency is also related to the prop-

erties of interest point detectors. It should especially

be noted that many detectors tend to raise the same

region several times, at the same or multiple scales.

Fig.4 illustrates this, where the same image region

is detected several times, increasing the frequency of

the corresponding visual word.

Figure 4. Example of a region detected several times on a motorbike
image.

• A visual word can appear in several objects of

an image, making it difficult to handle correctly

the frequencies due to each object. Occlusions also

modify frequencies.

• Intra-document frequencies of visual words depend

on the size of the vocabulary: the larger the vocabu-

lary, the lower the average frequencies of the visual

words; however, this property becomes negligible

once the vocabulary size is set, as it applies to the

whole collection.

E. Visual Word Frequencies Within a Collection

The frequencies of words within text collections are

typically interpreted as follows: the more documents a

word occurs in, the less specific it is to these documents.

The document frequency of a word (i.e. the number of

documents in which it occurs) is a direct measure of

its specificity [18]. This assumption, which motivates the

well-known idf weighting scheme, has been shown to be

theoretically valid [19]. In the case of visual words, the

same approach is adopted, based on this assumption: vi-

sual words that occur in many documents mostly represent

the background of the images, so they do not describe

objects. It has shown its effectiveness when retrieving

specific objects in videos [2], where scene backgrounds

tend to appear more frequently over the movie than

specific objects. Although the idf weight is regularly

used in the literature, no proof exists that its underlying

assumption holds in the general case. As mentioned in

Section III-B, visual words taken separately are usually

not specific to a single object. It is possible that a visual

word occurs both in objects and backgrounds, making its

statistics over the collection difficult to interpret.

F. Queries

Image queries are different from text queries. Indeed,

text queries are usually short (typically, tens of words in

TREC1 tracks) or very short (about two words on average

for web queries). By contrast, image queries are whole

images, or cropped images, which contain hundreds to

thousands of words, which implies that:

• inverted files are much less efficient, as much more

documents will be retrieved for a given query. Some

1Text REtrieval Conference: http://trec.nist.gov.
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1024 x 720 pixels 512 x 360 pixels 256 x 180 pixels

2966 regions 1139 regions 288 regions

Figure 2. Number of interest regions detected according to the size of the image (Hessian-affine detector).

6 regions 11 regions 19,003 regions 25,995 regions

Figure 3. Detection of various numbers of interest regions according to the image content (Hessian-affine detector).

authors overcome this limitation by modifying the

inverted file structure [20], while others use only

small regions to query the system [2];

• the query has to be normalized like any document,

which is rarely the case in text retrieval. In particular,

probabilistic retrieval models do not include such

normalization (see Section VI-B).

IV. DATASETS USED IN THIS STUDY

Datasets are a major issue in image retrieval, as partic-

ular datasets can include biases or are not as complex as

in real-world retrieval scenarios. The content of image

datasets often determines implicitly the nature of the

retrieval task considered, depending of the properties

picked as defining visual relevance. Among common

image retrieval datasets, two tasks prevail:

• particular scene (or near-duplicate) retrieval: relevant

images are images from a given scene or object, with

variations in scale, orientation, illumination, occlu-

sions, but not in the aspect (shape, color and texture)

of the scenes or objects. This task is illustrated in

Fig.5;

• category retrieval: relevant images represent objects

from a given category (airplanes, watches. . . ). In

addition to the aforementioned transforms, changes

in object shapes, colors or textures occur. This is

illustrated in Fig.6. This task is more difficult to

handle than the first one, considering the intra-class

variations of the objects.

In this paper, both tasks are considered, and two datasets

used for each.

A. Datasets for Particular Scene Retrieval

We selected two datasets that have been intensively

used in the literature for this task:

• Nistér dataset [15]: it contains 10,200 images divided

into groups of four relevant images. The results are

usually evaluated using a specific evaluation score

which is equivalent to a precision after 4 documents

(including the query among the results). Since the

ground truth is provided for all documents, any of

them can serve as a query;

• Oxford dataset [10]: it contains, among others, im-

ages of Oxford buildings. It contains 5,063 images

and provides 55 queries with their associated ground

truth. The relevant documents associated to each

query are classified into good, OK and junk cat-

egories, depending of the proportion of the build-

ing present on the image. In our experiments, all

categories are considered as relevant whatever its

relevance category to ensure the consistency of the

evaluation protocol. For the same reason, full images

are taken as queries, instead of the cropped queries

provided in the ground truth.

B. Datasets for Object Category Retrieval

We selected two datasets that are generally devoted to

image categorization rather than image retrieval, because

they are usually used to evaluate visual word-based sys-

tems on this task (e.g. [12]).

• Caltech6: it is a subset of the classical Caltech

datasets. It contains 5,415 images split into 6 cat-

egories: airplanes, backgrounds, faces, cars, motor-

bikes and guitars. Each class contains 450 to 1,155

images.
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• Caltech101 [21]: it contains 8,196 images split into

101 classes. Each category contains 31 to more than

800 images. This dataset is the most difficult to deal

with, as it presents strong intra-class variations and

some visually similar categories.

C. On the Properties of the Datasets Used

Although these datasets are not real-world datasets,

their properties are helpful to provide comprehensive

conclusions about the evaluated systems. Especially, some

of the issues mentioned in Section III can be avoided,

which allows us to focus on the distributions of visual

words with respect to the nature of the image content only.

Moreover, these datasets are widely used in the literature,

which makes the comparison with other studies possible.

1) Size of the datasets: The datasets are of reduced

size, especially compared to some large-scale datasets

recently used (up to 10 million images [22]). However, the

whole ground truth is known on these datasets, making

the evaluation more reliable. Moreover, their limits and

properties allows them to highlight some facts about our

systems that would have not been obvious in more diverse

datasets.

2) Size of the images and objects: The images within

each dataset are of similar size and generally present

single objects at a similar scale. It limits the effects that

image size, object scale. . . have on visual word statistics

that were mentioned in Section III, so the analysis of the

results can focus on visual word statistics related to scene

or object appearance only.

V. DISTANCES

Minkowski distances are usually used to compute

the similarity between visual word vectors. The general

equation of a Minkowski distance is provided by (1).

The parameter k of these distances allows one to define

different distances with different properties. In particular,

k does not have to be an integer value. Distances so

that k < 1, called fractional distances (although they

are actually semimetrics), have interesting properties in

high dimensional spaces [23], and are effective in image

retrieval tasks [24]. They have two remarkable properties:

• they reduce the impact of the curse of dimensional-

ity;

• they can handle, to some extent, the presence of noise

in the data; however, Aggarwal et al. [23] showed

that when the data is too noisy, they tend to be

equivalent, whatever the value of k.

In practice, L1 and L2 are the most used in visual word-

based image retrieval, and especially L1 since it was

reported as providing better performance [15], although

this was observed on a single dataset and not further

investigated. To our knowledge, fractional distances have

never been tested in this context.

dLk
(x, y) =

(
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|k
) 1

k

, ∀x, y ∈ R
n (1)

VI. WEIGHTING SCHEMES

Weighting schemes are very popular and powerful tools

of text retrieval. Their goal is to consider not only the

presence or absence of words in the documents, as done

in former information retrieval models such as boolean

models [25], but also their importance with respect to

the content of the document. The basic idea is to assign

higher weights to the words that best describe documents.

Such weights provide finer descriptors, so that retrieval

performance can be improved.
In this section, the weighting schemes that are tested

in the experiments are presented. First, some weighting

schemes traditionally used in the context of the vec-

tor space model (VSM) are introduced, then weight-

ing schemes adapted from probabilistic models, along

with a framework to adapt them to the VSM. These

weighting schemes follow the traditional assumptions

about the distribution of words in texts, mentioned in

Section III. Finally, some new weighting schemes are

proposed, based on some of the specific properties of

visual words that were provided in Sections III-B and

III-D. Table II presents the notations used throughout the

paper, and Tables III and IV list the weighting schemes

considered. In the following, the word term, common in

the information retrieval literature, stands for any kind of

word (textual or visual).

TABLE II.
NOTATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THE PAPER.

ti i-th term of the vocabulary
dj j-th document of the collection
wij Weight of term ti in document dj
N Total number of documents in the collection
dfi Number of documents containing visual word ti
tfij Number of occurrences (or frequency) of ti in doc-

ument dj
tfi Average frequency of ti in the documents in which

it occurs
CFi Number of occurrences of ti in the whole dataset
CF∗ Total number of visual word occurrences in the

whole dataset
dlj Length (i.e. number of term occurrences) of docu-

ment dj
dlavg Average length of the dataset’s documents

A. Weighting Schemes from the VSM
The weights wij used in the VSM are generally based

on empirical observations rather than complex models,

but this is generally sufficient to provide significant im-

provements of the retrieval performance. The three most

common assumptions are:

• the more frequent a term in a document, the best
it describes this document. It is based on Luhn’s

first observations about the statistical description of

documents [26];

• the less documents a term appears in, the more
specific it is to these documents. This observation

is due to [18];

• the longer a document, the higher the frequencies
of its terms. Hence the need for normalization tech-

niques.
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TABLE III.
LOCAL (TOP OF THE TABLE) AND GLOBAL (BOTTOM) WEIGHTS CONSIDERED IN THIS PAPER. ti AND dj DENOTE A VISUAL WORD AND A

DOCUMENT, RESPECTIVELY.

Identifier Description Equation

l1(ti, dj) Frequency tf tfij

l2(ti, dj) Frequency logarithm
0 if tfij = 0

1 + log(tfij) otherwise

l3(ti, dj) Normalized augmented frequency

0 if tfij = 0

a+ (1− a) · tfij

max
tk∈dj

(tfkj)
otherwise

l4(ti, dj) Binary weight
1 if tfij > 0
0 otherwise

l5(ti, dj) DFR-like normalization tfij ·dlavgdlj

l6(ti, dj) Squared tf tf2ij

l7(ti, dj) BM25 tf
tfij .(k1+1)

K+tfij

g0(ti) No weighting 1

g1(ti) Inverse document frequency (idf) log
(

N
dfi

)
g2(ti) Probabilistic idf log

(
(N−dfi)

dfi

)

g3(ti) Squared idf
[
log

(
N
dfi

)]2
g4(ti) Average tf .idf tfi · log

(
N
dfi

)
= CFi

dfi
· log

(
N
dfi

)
g5(ti) Squared average tf .idf [tfi log(

N
dfi

)]2

TABLE IV.
WEIGHT ELEMENTS DERIVED FROM THE DIVERGENCE FROM RANDOMNESS (DFR) MODELS (FROM TOP TO BOTTOM: RANDOMNESS

MODELS, INFORMATION GAIN MODELS, NORMALIZATION MODELS). ti AND dj DENOTE A VISUAL WORD AND A DOCUMENT,

RESPECTIVELY.

Identifier Model Equation

P Bernoulli

tfij . log2

(
tfij
λ

)
+

(
λ+ 1

12. tfij
− tfij

)
. log2(e)

+0.5 log2(2π. tfij)

where λ = CFi
N

D Bernoulli

CFi .D(φij , p) + 0.5 log2(2π. tfij(1− φij))

where φij =
tfij
CFi

, p = 1
N

and D(φij , p) = φij . log2

(
φij

p

)
+ (1− φij). log2

(
1−φij

1−p

)

G Bose-Einstein
− log2

(
1

1+λ

)
− tfij · log2

(
λ

1+λ

)
where λ = CFi

N

Be Bose-Einstein

− log2(N − 1)− log2(e)
+f(N +CFi −1, N +CFi − tfij −2)

−f(CFi,CFi − tfij)

where f(n,m) = (m+ 0.5) · log2
(

n
m

)
+ (n−m) · log2(n)

In Inverse document frequency tfij · log2
(

N+1
dfi+0.5

)

Ine Inverse document frequency

tfij · log2
(

N+1
ne+0.5

)

where ne = N ·
(
1−

(
N−1
N

)CFi
)

HG Hypergeometric
log((tfij)!) + log((CFi − tfij)!) + log((dlj − tfij)!)

+ log((CF∗ −CFi −dlj + tfij)!) + log(CF∗!)− log(CFi!)
− log((CF∗ −CFi)!)− log(dlj !)− log((CF∗ −dlj)!)

L Laplacian 1
tfij +1

B Bernoulli
CFi +1

dfi·(tfij +1)

H0 tfij

H1 tfij ·dlavgdlj

H2 tfij · log2(1 +
dlavg
dlj

)
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Figure 5. Images of a particular scene (Nistér dataset).

Figure 6. Images from an object category (Caltech101 dataset).

These observations lead to the following formulation of

weights:

wij = lij .gi.nj (2)

where lij represents the local importance of ti in doc-

ument dj (based on Luhn’s observation), gi represents

a global weight reflecting the specificity of ti in the

collection (based on Spärck-Jones’ observation) and nj

is a normalization factor depending on document dj . The

remaining of this section describes the most common

alternatives used to compute these components. Their

mathematical formulation are provided in Table III.

1) Local Weights:
a) Frequency: This is the raw term frequency tfij ,

i.e. the number of occurrences of visual word ti in

document dj .

b) Frequency logarithm: It limits the highest word

frequencies. Indeed, if a document contains a high number

of occurrences of a given term, it will tend to be returned

for any query containing this term, making the contribu-

tion of other terms negligible. This weight overcomes this

issue [27].

c) Normalized augmented frequency: It is another

means to limit the effect of high-frequency terms. Its

contains two parts: one corresponds to the presence of the

term only, the other corresponds to its frequency. Tuning

the value of a provides more importance to one part or

the other [28]. In the experiments, a = 0.5 is chosen, so

that both parts have equal importance.

d) Binary weighting: It takes into account the mere

presence of the term, discarding any frequency informa-

tion.

e) Squared frequency: It emphasizes the importance

of frequent visual terms.

2) Global Weights:
a) Inverse document frequency: Inverse document

frequency (idf) is born from the observation that words

occurring in few documents are specific to the content

of these documents, whereas words that occur in many

documents are more general, therefore less descriptive. It

is inversely proportional to the document frequency dfi
(number of documents where ti occurs). This weight is

widely used in the visual word literature [2].
b) Squared idf: Squared idf increases the weight of

rare (i.e. specific) words, which can improve the precision

of retrieval systems [29].
3) Normalization Factor: The role of the normaliza-

tion factor is twofold:

• it provides weights that are relative to the document

length. This effect is also provided by some local

weights, e.g. normalized augmented frequency;

• it ensures that all document vectors have the same

norm, so that query-document distances can be com-

pared consistently. The norm used depends on the

distance. In the case of Minkowski distances, the

normalization factor associated to distance Lk is:

nj =
1

||dj ||k =
1(

m∑
i=1

wk
ij

) 1
k

(3)

where dj = (w1j , w2j , . . . , wmj) is the vector of

term weights.

B. Weighting Schemes from Probabilistic Models

Introduced by Robertson, probabilistic models rely on

his probability ranking principle (PRP) [30]: If retrieved
documents are ordered by decreasing probability of rele-
vance on the data available, then the system’s effective-
ness is the best to be gotten for the data. This intuitive

principle is the basis for any probabilistic retrieval system,

no matter what kind of information (textual, visual. . . )

it deals with; however, it does not tell how to compute

relevance probabilities. Several models of relevance have
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been proposed and validated on text data. To our knowl-

edge, none of them has been applied to visual words.

This paper focuses on two popular probabilistic models.

Before presenting them, we explain how they can be fit

into the VSM, making them more flexible.

1) From Probabilistic Models to the VSM: The prob-

abilistic models presented here can be seen as specific

cases of the VSM. Indeed, the relevance probability of

a document to a query depends only on the match of

their terms under the independence assumption, raising

this general probabilistic matching (PM) measure:

PM(dj , q) =
∑
ti∈q

qi.wij (4)

where qi = 1 if term ti is present in query q, and

qi = 0 otherwise. This is equivalent to computing a

scalar product between two vectors, with the following

properties:

• the query vector contains only some information of

term presence and absence. This is suited to text

retrieval since the queries are usually short and do

not contain repeated words. However, as stated in

Section III-F, it does not apply to image retrieval,

where queries are longer and terms can be repeated.

Moreover, the query vector is not normalized, which

is not suited to image queries neither;

• the document vector contains the probabilities of

occurrence of terms in the document, which can be

interpreted as a term weight in the VSM.

This scalar product is itself the main component of the

most popular similarity measure of text retrieval, the

cosine similarity2, which is basically a normalized scalar

product. It must be noted here that the probabilistic

term weights are implicitly normalized, since probabilities

always sum to 1. By considering the term probabilities as

weights, these probabilistic models can be used within the

VSM in a more flexible way, as:

• query terms can be weighted in the same way as

document terms;

• any distance can be used, provided the vectors are

properly re-normalized (see Section VI-A.3).

2) Weighting Schemes from Best Match Models: The

most popular probabilistic model is the best match (BM)

model proposed by Robertson, and especially the BM25

version, that yields excellent results during TREC evalu-

ations [31] and is considered as a reference system. The

complete BM25 formula includes some relevance infor-

mation, which can be obtained, for instance, by (pseudo-

)relevance feedback; however, as (pseudo-)relevance feed-

back is beyond the scope of this paper, only a simplified

version of BM25, where relevance information is dis-

2The cosine similarity is itself equivalent to distance L2 when
computed on normalized vectors: dL2 (x, y) = 2.(1− cos(x, y)).

carded, is considered:

BM25(dj , q) =∑
ti∈q

[
tfij ∗(k1 + 1)

K + tfij
· tfiq · log

(
(N − dfi)

dfi

)]
(5)

where K = k1

(
(1− b) + b · dlj

dlavg

)
and k1 and b are

constant values. In the experiments, the following default

values are used: k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.75. From this formu-

lation, the following weighting scheme can be extracted:

wij =
tfij .(k1 + 1)

K + tfij
· log

(
(N − dfi)

dfi

)
(6)

It is the combination of a local weight and a global weight

(detailed in Table III). The local weight is derived from

the 2-Poisson model proposed by [32] to represent the

distribution of terms within a document [33]. The second

part, derived from the PRP, is known to provide optimal

global weights when relevance data is provided [19].

It is close to the idf weight, and sometimes named

probabilistic idf .

3) Weighting Schemes from Divergence from Random-
ness Models: Introduced by Amati and van Rijsber-

gen [34], divergence from randomness (DFR) models rely

on the following assumptions:

• the distribution of terms in a collection is a random

process;

• when a term is specific to a given document, its

frequency is different from its frequencies in other

documents, so that specificity can be measured as

the divergence of term frequency from the initial

randomness model.

The probabilities associated to terms are computed by

combining two information sources, Inf1 and Inf2, which

are derived from two probabilities, Prob1 and Prob2,

following this expression:

wi,j = Inf1(ti, dj).Inf2(ti, dj)
= − log2(Prob1(ti, dj)).(1− Prob2(ti, dj))
= − log2(Prob1(ti, dj)

1−Prob2(ti,dj))
(7)

Prob1 is the probability that a term has a given fre-

quency in any document, based on collection information

and the randomness model. It is therefore similar to a

global weight. The associated information source Inf1
is called the informative content of the term. Prob2
corresponds to the risk to pick the term as a good

document descriptor. It depends on the current document

only, similarly to a local weight. The associated infor-

mation source Inf2 is called information gain, which

designates the additional information brought by this term

to the current document as compared to any other docu-

ment. Amati and van Rijsbergen proposed three different

randomness models and, since these models cannot be

computed exactly, two approximations to compute each

of them. Here, we review these models and provide their

approximations in Table IV. More details about them can

be found in [34].
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a) Bernoulli’s model: This model assumes that the

frequency of term ti is the result of a Bernoulli process,

i.e. the result of successive independent random draws

of occurrences of term ti among its occurrences in the

whole dataset. This model raises the following equation

for Prob1:

Prob1(ti, dj) =[(
CFi

tfij

)(
1

N

)tfij (N − 1

N

)CFi − tfij
]

(8)
b) Bose-Einstein model: Inspired from random

models used in physics, its formulation for Prob1 is:

Prob1(ti, dj) =

(CFi − tfij +1) · . . . · CFi ·(N − 1)

(N +CFi − tfij −1) · . . . · (N +CFi −1)
(9)

c) Inverse document frequency model: It is inspired

from the aforementioned principle of idf . Its formulation

for Prob1 is:

Prob1(ti, dj) =

(
dfi + 0.5

N + 1

)tfij

(10)

d) Information gain models: Together with these

randomness models, Amati and van Rijsbergen proposed

two models of information gain. We review them here

and provide their equations in Table IV (see [34] for

details). The first one, called Laplacian model, is based on

Laplace’s succession law, which provides the probability

that a given event (here, a term in a document) that already

occurred occurs once more. The other, Bernoulli’s model,

calculates the information gain as the ratio between the

probability to have a given frequency tfij for term ti and

the probability to have the same frequency plus one. These

probabilities are assumed to be Bernoulli processes, hence

the name of the model.
e) Normalization models: Each of these information

gain models can be combined with any of the randomness

models presented before. Since these models do not

take the document length into account, tfij has to be

normalized first. The normalization functions proposed

in [34] are provided in Table IV. They are based on the

average length of all documents. Since this value is not

used in existing local weights, DFR normalization H1

is added to the list of local weights (l5 in Table III) to

evaluate its relevance independently from DFR models.

C. New Weighting Schemes

In this section, two additional weighting schemes that

seem suited to images are proposed, based on the state-

ments of Section III-B and III-D. The first one is a global

weight based on empirical observations. The second one

is a DFR randomness model.
1) Average Frequency and idf : This global weight

relies on two distinct values:

• the inverse document frequency idf: it is used as

a basis, following the assumption presented in Sec-

tion III-E;

• local mean frequency: objects often contain repeated

parts (for instance, eyes in faces or wheels in mo-

torbikes), so the visual words corresponding to such

parts are more informative than visual words occur-

ring alone. We propose to take this into account by

weighting the term using its average intra-document

frequency tf . This average frequency is computed

only on the documents where the visual word oc-

curs, because considering the whole collection would

penalize the terms that occur only in few images.

The proposed weight combines these two elements into a

new global weight (g4 in Table III). A squared version of

this weight is also proposed (g5 in Table III) to emphasize

these terms even more.

2) Hypergeometric Randomness Model: We propose to

add a hypergeometric randomness model to DFR models.

Contrary to the Bernoulli model which considers the

terms occurring in a document as successive random

draws of term occurrences among all the term occurrences

of the collection, the hypergeometric model considers a

single draw of several terms at once. The Bernoulli model

accumulates terms one by one in a document, which

fits well the common hypothesis used in text retrieval,

where terms are added as the document grows. Since, in

image retrieval, as shown in Section III-B, sets of terms

are more representative of the image content than single

terms, a hypergeometric model seems more suited, as it

considers terms taken together. From the definition of

hypergeometric distributions, the hypergeometric model

of Prob1 is:

Prob1(ti, dj) =

(
CFi

tfij

)(
CF∗ −CFi

dlj − tfij

)
(

CF∗

dlj

) (11)

To estimate factorials, Ramanujan’s approxima-

tion [35], which provides more precise values than

Stirling’s approximation used by Amati and van

Rijsbergen, is used:

log(k!) ≈ k. log(k)− k +
k(1 + 4k(1 + 2k))

6
+

log(π)

2
(12)

The final approximation for this model is given in Ta-

ble IV.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

This section details the experiments performed using

the distances and weighting schemes previously pre-

sented. First, the general experimental settings are pre-

sented. Then some results obtained with different dis-

tances (Section VII-B) are provided, followed by re-

sults obtained using different combinations of weighting

schemes and distances (Section VII-C). More detailed

results are available as an internal publication [36].
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A. Experimental Settings

1) Visual Vocabulary:
Interest region detector: The Hessian-affine region

detector [37] is used. This region detector provides good

performance [38] and is widely used in the visual word-

related literature (e.g. [3], [10].

Interest region descriptor: SIFT descriptors [7] are

used, as they provide excellent results for many applica-

tions [39] and are the most popular in the literature related

to visual word-based systems (e.g. [2]–[4], [10]).

Clustering algorithm: For efficiency reasons, we

use a hierarchical k-means algorithm [15]. Although it

does not provide optimal clusters, it is still a good

approximation of more costly solutions such as the clas-

sical k-means. Moreover, as stated before, no clustering

algorithm is able to provide optimal performance in

such high dimensional spaces (128 dimensions for SIFT

descriptors).

Vocabulary size: Table V presents, for each dataset,

the size of the vocabulary. These sizes have been chosen

by validation on some randomly chosen queries, different

from the queries used in the experiments (except on the

Oxford dataset where the number of available queries

is limited; in this case, the largest vocabulary that the

implementation could handle is used, following the ob-

servations of Philbin et al. [8] on this dataset).

TABLE V.
VOCABULARY SIZE FOR EACH DATASET.

Dataset Vocabulary size
Caltech6 6 556

Caltech101 61 687
Nistér 19 545
Oxford 117 151

2) Queries: All queries are whole images, and their

terms are weighted as the database images’ ones are. They

have been randomly picked from each database, except for

the Oxford dataset in which they are provided as part of

the ground truth. Table VI shows the number of queries

used for each dataset. These quantities are sufficient to

provide reliable results [40].

TABLE VI.
QUERY NUMBER FOR EACH DATASET.

Dataset Query number
Caltech6 200

Caltech101 200
Nistér 300
Oxford 55

3) Evaluation: The performance of the tested systems

is evaluated using precision and mean average precision

(MAP). Precision is computed after different numbers of

documents (document cut-off values, DCV), depending of

the average number of relevant documents existing in the

dataset considered. In particular, a DCV of 4 documents

is sufficient for the Nistér dataset. As a sequential search

algorithm is used, recall is not necessary: it varies in the

same way as precision. The statistical significance of the

results is tested using Wilcoxon’s test (p-value = 0.1).

The results of these tests are not reported here due to

limited space, but are available in [36]; non-significant

results are indicated in the comments of the experiments.

B. Experiments on Distances

Minkowski distances are tested for different values of

k between 0.01 and 3. The vectors are weighted using

tf . idf , as it is done in most publications, and normalized

according to the distance.

Fig.7 shows the performance of the system w.r.t. k. One

can make the following observations:

• on Caltech6, the overall results are improved when

k < 1, and optimal when k = 0.75. The worst results

are obtained with high values of k.

• on Nistér, the results are similar to those obtained on

Caltech6. It must be noted that the precision results

are less significant here, as there are only 4 relevant

documents per query;

• on Caltech101, the behavior is globally similar to

what happened with the previous datasets, but the

differences of performance are less prominent;

• on Oxford, the results are opposed to the previous

ones: best with high values of k (k = 2), worse with

low values of k.

These results are discussed in Section VIII-A; the specific

case of Oxford is discussed in Section IX-B.

C. Experiments on Weighting Schemes

1) Weighting Schemes Tested: In these experiments,

the weighting schemes are divided into two categories:

• weighting schemes obtained by the combination

(product) of a local weight and a global weight (plus

a proper normalization depending on the distance)

from Table III. In the results, combinations of a local

weight and a global weight are noted lxgy , where lx
is the local weight and gy the global weight;

• weighting schemes derived from DFR models (Ta-

ble IV). They are tested separately as their compo-

nents make sense only taken together. The vectors

are re-normalized according to the distance. In the

results, these weights are noted XY Z, where X
is the randomness model, Y the information gain

model and Z the normalization model.

Every weighting scheme is tested using distances L1 and

L2. Although they do not provide optimal results (as

shown before), they are the most common distances in

the literature and reflect the differences observed on the

datasets. Some experiments have been performed using

the original formulation of the DFR models to show the

importance of query normalization. Not presented here

due to limited space, they are available in [36].

2) Results: The results presented here are computed

as the performance gain obtained with respect to the

weighting scheme l1g0 (mere count of term occurrences).

The absolute performance of this baseline are provided in

Table VII. Detailed results are available in [36].
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Figure 7. Effect of parameter k on the performance of Lk distances.

TABLE VII.
RESULTS OBTAINED USING THE BASELINE WEIGHTING SCHEME

l1g0 , WITH DISTANCES L1 (TOP) AND L2 (BOTTOM). PRECISION IS

COMPUTED AFTER 4 DOCUMENTS FOR DATASET NISTÉR AND

AFTER 10 DOCUMENTS FOR THE OTHERS.

Dataset Precision MAP
Caltech6 0.7685 0.3827

Caltech101 0.3146 0.1071
Nistér 0.6970 0.5229
Oxford 0.5600 0.2698

Dataset Precision MAP
Caltech6 0.6208 0.3287

Caltech101 0.2727 0.0985
Nistér 0.5985 0.4611
Oxford 0.5655 0.2730

Combined weighting schemes: Figures 8 and 9

present the results obtained using combined local and

global weights. The best local weight depends on the

dataset considered. When L1 is used to compare the

vectors:

• on Caltech6, l3 and l7 are the best local weights,

followed by l4;

• on Caltech101, all weights are equivalent (not sta-

tistically significant differences), except l6 which

worsens the results;

• on Oxford, weight l6 yields the best results, followed

by l1 and l5, the two latter providing similar results.

All the others worsen the results.

When using L2, the results’ trend is similar –no weighting

scheme prevails on all datasets– but the absolute perfor-

mance is always worse than the performance obtained

with L1, except for Oxford, as in Section VII-B. These

results are not further detailed but will be discussed in

Section IX.
As for the local weights, no global weight outperforms

all the others: it depends on the dataset considered. When

using L1:

• on Caltech6, our new weights g4 and g5 provide the

best results;

• on Nistér, g3 is the best, but g1 and g2 yield good

results as well;

• on Caltech101, the results are similar for all weights,

and using no global weight at all is often the best

choice;

• on Oxford, g3 and g5 provide the best results.

The results using L2 are not detailed here since the

performance is generally worse than what was obtained

using L1. Globally, g3 often yields good results; g4 and

g5 also provide interesting results on two datasets. The

results of local weights are discussed in Section VIII-B,

and those of global weights in Section VIII-C. The case

of Oxford is discussed in Section IX-B.
DFR weighting schemes: Figures 10 and 11 present

the results obtained using DFR-based weighting schemes.

The results obtained are close from one to another, and

the differences are often not statistically significant. As

for the local/global schemes, none of them outperforms

all the others, although a small group is clearly more

effective than the others: when using distance L1, the

approximation D of the Bernoulli model performs well in

many cases, as well as the inverse document frequency-

based models. Model DLH1 yields the best results on

the Nistér dataset, but information gain model B per-
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forms better on the others. None outperforms the best

local/global schemes. Here again, L2 provides scores that

are closer from one to another, and behaves globally

worse than L1. Some aspects of these results are discussed

in Section VIII-D.

Overall results: Table VIII shows the best improve-

ment obtained on each dataset (using distance L1). Two

remarks can be done:

• the maximal gain is generally not very important, and

not always statistically significant. The only gain that

excess 10% is obtained on the Oxford dataset. The

gain is low on the most difficult dataset, Caltech101;

• the maximal gain is obtained by a different weight-

ing scheme for each dataset and each performance

measure; none of these weighting schemes provides

optimal results on any type of data.

Figure 8. Performance gain using the weighting schemes from Table III
and distance L1, with respect to the baseline weighting scheme l1g0
(Precision@4 for the Nistér dataset). The lines are added to facilitate
visualization.

VIII. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

A. On Parameter k of Minkowski Distances

On Caltech6 and Nistér datasets, the observed effect

of parameter k is consistent with what was observed

by [23] and, especially, [24]: low values of k improve

Figure 9. Performance gain using the weighting schemes from Table III
and distance L2, with respect to the baseline weighting scheme l1g0
(Precision@4 for the Nistér dataset). The lines are added to facilitate
visualization.

the retrieval results, but below a certain value, the perfor-

mance decreases dramatically. However, this behavior is

not well understood. The role of k can be seen as follows:

it confers more or less importance to each of the local

distances3. Using low values of k reduces the highest

local distances (see Fig.12), and thus provides more

importance to lower local distances in the calculation of

the final global distance value. It explains the fact that

fractional distances generally yield good performance in

high-dimensional spaces: they allow more dimensions to

”express” themselves in the overall distance calculation.

More practically, the results here show that a compromise

must be found between high and low local distances.

On the Caltech101 dataset, distances so that k < 1
also improve the results, but the performance gain is

much more limited than it was on Caltech6 and Nistér

datasets. The first difference between this dataset and

the two preceding ones is the size of the vocabulary. A

much larger vocabulary is used for Caltech101, resulting

in much sparser vectors. However, Howarth and Rüger

3A local distance is a distance computed on only one dimension, i.e.
the absolute value of the difference between the values of the vectors
for this dimension.
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TABLE VIII.
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE GAIN OBSERVED WITH RESPECT TO THE BASELINE WEIGHTING SCHEME l1g0 , USING DISTANCE L1 .

p@4 p@5 p@10 p@20 p@50 p@100 MAP
Caltech6 N/A N/A +4.3% +6.3% +8.0% +8.5% +6.3%

Caltech101 N/A N/A +1.5% +1.1% +0.9% +0.7% +0.9%
Nistér +3.3% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A +2.7%
Oxford N/A +3.0% +7.5% +9.3% +10.0% N/A +12.3%

Figure 10. Performance gain using DFR weighting schemes and
distance L1, with respect to the baseline weighting scheme l1g0
(Precision@4 for the Nistér dataset). The lines are added to facilitate
visualization.

showed that fractional distances are more suited to sparse

vectors than dense ones [24]. The second difference is the

quality of the vocabulary: the strong intra-class variations

of images, and the small inter-class variations of some

classes make it much more difficult to obtain consistent

visual words, in the sense of visual words corresponding

to specific parts of objects in a given class. The probability

that a given SIFT descriptor falls in the wrong cluster (i.e.

visual word) is high4. The resulting visual word vectors

are then very noisy. The presence of noise explains the

fact that all the distances tend to be equivalent, since [23]

already highlighted this behavior in their experiments. It

4The fact that the vocabulary is large increases this trend, however
we used the vocabulary size that provided the best results on some
validation queries.

Figure 11. Performance gain using DFR weighting schemes and
distance L2, with respect to the baseline weighting scheme l1g0
(Precision@4 for the Nistér dataset). The lines are added to facilitate
visualization.

shows that, contrary to what is often admitted, the use

of a descriptor quantization step does not provide more

generalization skills to the system, but rather adds some

noise.

B. Local Weights

As shown in Section VII-C, the choice of the optimal

local weights strongly depends on the dataset considered.

The local weights can be classified into two major cate-

gories:

• weights that limit the high frequencies: l2, l3, l4 and

l7, l4 being an extreme case where all frequency

information is discarded;

• weights that emphasize high frequencies: l6.
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Figure 12. Importance of the local distances with respect to the value
of k.

The others (l1 and l5) are somewhat equivalent in the

sense that the relative importance of the different terms

within the document remain the same. The local weights

from the first category are the most effective on Caltech6

and Nistér datasets, but not on the Caltech101 dataset

where no weight significantly improves the performance.

The distribution of words in the documents can help

explaining that. Fig.13 shows the average frequency of

words in the documents in which they occur, and the

standard deviation of this frequency (the documents where

they do not occur are of poor interest to study local

weights). Table IX also shows, for each dataset, the

number of hapax, i.e. of words occurring only once in

the whole collection. For Caltech6 and Nistér datasets, the

average frequencies of visual words stand between 1 and

2 for most of the vocabulary, and increase dramatically

for a few visual words. Moreover, several words have an

average frequency of 1, without being hapax. This distri-

butions explain the effectiveness of the weights reducing

the high frequencies, since they prevent the most frequent

visual words to represent most of the overall distance

between the documents to the expense of less frequent

visual words. It shows the need to find a compromise

between taking into account the frequencies of words or

their presence only, because high frequency words can

hide the presence or absence of less frequent words in

the final distance value. This behavior is similar to what

was observed with distances; this is further discussed

in Section IX-A. On Caltech101, most of the average

frequencies stand between 1 and 1.2. Moreover, many

words have an average frequency of one, only one third of

them being hapax. This fact can be explained by the large

size of the vocabulary as well as by the presence of noise

due to the quantization step, as we mentioned already.

Such frequencies can explain the lack of effect of most

of the local weights, since they tend to be equivalent when

local frequencies are equal to 1 (especially, l1, l2, l4 and

l6 become identical). It also explains why l6 worsens the

results dramatically: it emphasize the rare visual words

whose frequency is 2 or more, at the expense of most of

the vocabulary. Finally, the distributions on Oxford are

similar to the ones observed on Caltech101, with higher

standard deviations, with different results; this special

case is discussed in Section IX-B.

TABLE IX.
COMPARISON BETWEEN HAPAX AND VISUAL WORDS SUCH AS

tfi = 1.

Dataset Hapax tfi = 1
Caltech6 0 17

Caltech101 3021 9790
Nistér 56 358
Oxford 1434 4206

C. Global Weights

One interesting result about global weights is obtained

on Caltech101: the best setting on this dataset is not to

use any global weight. It shows that it is hard to provide

valid assumptions about the distribution of visual words

and to define effective weights when the complexity of the

dataset increases. It also questions the tendency of many

authors to use idf systematically, since our results show

that it is not a good choice when dealing with complex

data. On Caltech6 and Nistér, weights g4 and g5 help

improving the results, in combination with local weights

that decrease local frequencies. These weights allow to

emphasize words that tend to be repeated locally over

the dataset, as opposed to l6 which emphasize any words

that are locally frequent. In datasets where objects (e.g.

motorbikes or faces in Caltech6) contain both repeated

and non-repeated visual words, such weights allow to

reach a better compromise between word presence and

word frequency.

D. DFR Weighting Schemes

Globally, the complexity of the DFR models make the

results that they yield difficult to interpret. However, about

the hypergeometric model we propose, one can make the

following remarks:

• contrary to the other DFR weights, the hypergeomet-

ric model-based weights perform better with a H0
normalization, i.e. without normalizing frequencies.

It can be explained by the fact that this model already

takes into account the length of the documents,

making any additional normalization superfluous;

• although it is more appealing in theory, this model

yields results that are similar to the ones obtained us-

ing a Bernoulli model (the difference between them

are not statistically significant). It can be explained

by the fact that hypergeometric distributions tend to

be equivalent when the number of elements to draw

(here, the document length) is negligible compared

to the overall number of elements (here, CF∗, the

overall number of visual word occurrences in the

collection).
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Caltech6

Caltech101

Nistér

Oxford

Figure 13. Mean frequencies tfi of the visual words (left) and mean frequencies and their standard deviation (right). These values are computed
on the documents where each word appears only.
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IX. DISCUSSION

A. On the Relation Between Distances and Weighting
Schemes

As mentioned in Section VIII-B, results suggest a

relationship between some types of weighting schemes

and Minkowski distances: the weighting schemes limiting

high frequencies of visual words tend to yield similar

effects as distances Lk with a low value of k, whereas the

weighting schemes that emphasize high term frequencies

provide results similar to those provided by the use of

high values for k. This can be explained at the local

distance scale: a low k value decreases local distances, as

does the reduction of the amplitude of high frequencies,

and inversely. It is therefore possible to approximate a

fractional distance by using any regular distance and a

suited weighting scheme. This property allows one to

overcome the fact that fractional distances do not respect

the triangle inequality [23]. This trick allows to combine

the good properties of fractional distances with indexing

methods relying on the triangle inequality to quicken

nearest-neighbor searches [41]. This property also shows

that both distance and weights have to be taken into

account when looking for the appropriate compromise

between term presence and term frequency. For instance,

on the Oxford dataset, we see that l6 is the best local

weight when using distance L1, but not with distance L2,

since the effects of the distance and the local weight are

cumulated.

B. Influence of the Visual Nature of the Images

Results show that the visual content of the images has

a strong impact on the choice of an optimal weighting

scheme. On Oxford, the best results are obtained using

weight l6 (or, equivalently, a distance Lk with a high

k). This happens because the query objects are buildings,

which contain mostly repeated parts (e.g. windows), as

shown in Fig.14. Emphasizing locally frequent words

gives importance to parts of the object of interest over

parts of the background, and to buildings over objects

in distractor images that do not contain repeated parts.

On Caltech6 and Nistér, weights g4 and g5 emphasize

words that tend to be locally repeated over the datasets,

instead of emphasizing all words that are frequent in the

current image. This is effective considering the objects

of interest from these datasets (faces, motorbikes. . . ) that

contain both repeated (eyes, wheels. . . ) and non-repeated

parts.

Therefore, the nature of the images has a strong impact

on the best settings to use. Although no optimal setting

exists, it is possible to adjust the weighting strategy to the

nature of the data considered. Some guidelines to do so

are provided in Section X.

C. Scalability of Weighting Schemes

The results obtained on Caltech101 questions the scala-

bility of most weighting schemes: are weighting schemes

systematically less effective when the number of object

classes increases? The results on the Nistér dataset show

that this is not the case. Indeed, although this dataset

contains 2,550 classes5, some weighting schemes have

shown to be effective. The difference lies in the nature

of the classes: since Nistér is dedicated to near-duplicate

retrieval, the classes have a low intra-class variance and

a high inter-class variance; Caltech101, which contain

generic classes of objects, has opposite properties. There-

fore, weighting schemes can be detrimental in the case

of complex datasets, where visual word ambiguity is

high, but still perform well at the scale of large numbers

of classes, as long as ambiguities between classes are

limited.

D. Looking Back on the Relationship to Textual Words

In Section III, a conceptual analysis of the differences

between visual words and textual words was proposed.

The experimental results reported here validate some of

these differences:

• intra-document frequency (see Section III-D) of vi-

sual words differs from the one of textual words.

Indeed, intra-document frequency of visual words

is related to the visual nature of the objects, but

not necessarily to their overall representativity in

the image. This makes the choice of local weights

less straightforward as it is for text data, as shown

by the results obtained on Oxford as compared to

other datasets: the choice to emphasize or not locally

frequent visual words will depend on the visual

nature of the query objects;

• collection frequency (see Section III-E) of visual

words cannot be interpreted in the same way as

collection frequency of textual words;

• query normalization is essential in image retrieval

because queries are images containing a high number

of word occurrences, as opposed to text queries

which are usually short. A series of experiments (not

reported here but available in [36]) showed that not

normalizing image query vectors is always detrimen-

tal to the performance of the retrieval system.

These differences are mostly due to the semantic na-

ture of visual words as compared to textual words (as

introduced in Section III-B). The major consequence in

terms of weighting strategies is that images require to

adapt the weighting schemes to the visual content of

the objects to be queried and the visual variability of

the collection, whereas text retrieval can rely on nearly

universal weighting approaches. Some authors [42] pro-

posed to build visual vocabularies which provide similar

statistics as textual vocabularies; however, this may not

be desirable since, as shown in our experiments, the

difference between text and image data can be leveraged

to improve the retrieval results, by choosing weighting

schemes according to the visual content of the datasets.

5By considering a query and the related images as a single class.
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Figure 14. Query images from the Oxford dataset. The query buildings contain many repeated visual elements (e.g. windows, architectural features)
that are very specific to the query objects and have to be emphasized to best describe the images’ content.

X. SOME GUIDELINES TO CHOOSE WEIGHTING

SCHEMES

From the analyses and discussions provided in Sec-

tions VIII and IX, we can draw the following major

conclusions about weighting scheme design:

• local weighting schemes help to give locally more

or less importance to visual words that are repeated

in documents; it is possible to design global weights

that have a similar effect, only globally;

• tuning parameter k of Minkowski distance is equiva-

lent to using a local weighting scheme to emphasize

more or less highly frequent visual words;

• the fact that locally frequent visual words are good

descriptors of query objects depends on the visual

nature of these objects (e.g. when they are buildings

as in Fig.14);

• idf is not effective when the dataset considered is

too complex (high number of classes with high intra-

class variance and low inter-class variance – see for

instance Fig.6).

Based on this, the following general formulation of a

weighted distance can be used in any system:

dα,β,γ(x, y) =

n∑
i=1

idfγi tfi
β |xα

i − yαi | (13)

This formulation uses the L1 distance as a basis, as it

provides a ”neutral” distance. Emphasizing or not highly

frequent words is left to the local and global weights. The

parameters α, β and γ of this general weighted distance

are described below.

Parameter α has the effect of a local weight: setting

α < 1 will reduce the emphasis of locally frequent visual

words, while setting α > 1 will increase their importance.

In general, α should be low, to emphasize word presence

over word frequency, as shown by the results obtained

on the Caltech6, Caltech101 and Nistér datasets. When

locally repeated visual words are important to describe

query objects, α should be set to a high value. This is

the case for building image datasets for instance, but also

datasets containing highly textured objects in general. An

analysis of the average frequency of visual words in the

images as the one provided in Fig.13 can help to adjust

the value of α in the absence of specific ground truth data.

Other dataset properties that could be taken into account

to refine this estimation are:

• the relevance of frequent patterns to describe query

or relevant images as compared to distractors (im-

ages that are not expected to be queries or relevant

results), e.g. when searching for buildings (such

as the ones in Fig.14) in general-purpose image

collections;

• the relevance of frequent patterns to describe query

or relevant objects as compared to their background

in a single image. The third column of Fig.3 provides

an example where frequent patterns are specific to

the background rather than the object of interest.

Computing statistics about these facts would require rel-

evance or segmentation ground truth data.

Parameter β can emphasize visual words that have a

high average frequency in the images in which they occur.

As a global parameter (related to weights g4 and g5 in our

experiments), it differs from α as it does not emphasize

all the word frequencies in a single image but only the

frequencies of some specific words which have higher

local frequencies over the collection. Whereas high α
values are suited to images that contain mainly repeated

parts (such as building images), β should be high when

the objects of interest contain both repeated and non-

repeated words (e.g. a face, as in Fig.1).

Parameter γ controls the idf part of the weighting

scheme, i.e. whether specific (or rare) visual words should

be emphasized. As shown in our experiments, γ should

be set to a high value in datasets where the complexity

of images (in terms of intra- and inter-class variance) is

limited, such as Caltech6 and Nistér. When the datasets

get more complex visually and descriptors cannot be

assigned to visual words reliably (as in Caltech101), lower

values of γ should be picked.
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XI. RELATED WORK

A. Visual Words and Weighting Schemes

Although many authors include the tf . idf weighting

scheme to their visual word-based systems, few papers

exist that really analyze the effectiveness of visual words

and try to adapt weighting schemes from text retrieval

systems to image retrieval systems. To our knowledge,

only Jiang et al compared the classical tf . idf to another

existing scheme, the binary weighting, in the context

of image classification [43] and image retrieval [44].

They used these two weighting schemes as a baseline

to evaluate their own weighting scheme, which relies

on a fuzzy assignment of the initial descriptors to their

two nearest centroids instead of just one, as it is usually

done. In the same spirit, Gemert et al. proposed to weight

visual word occurrences based on the distances from the

descriptors to the vocabulary centroids [45]. None of them

considered weighting schemes based on the statistical

distribution of the visual words only, nor did they provide

any comprehensive study of such weighting schemes as it

is done in this paper. Ref. [8] proposed a work similar to

the one of Jiang et al., also based on the properties of the

clustering rather than statistical properties. More recently,

[46] proposed a weighting scheme based on a previous

segmentation of the image based on color, to integrate

geometrical information to their system. Here again, the

statistical properties of visual words in the image and in

the collection is not used. To our knowledge, [47] are the

only ones who studied such properties. They studied the

burstiness of visual words, which is the fact that visual

words are more likely to occur in an image if this image

already contain numerous occurrences of them. This phe-

nomenon is also well-known in text retrieval. They correct

their similarity scores by decreasing the score of visual

words that have a high number of matches, and show that

it increases the performance of their system. Their work

differs from the present paper as their correction does not

rely on pure statistics of term occurrences but rather uses

on the distance of the descriptors to the cluster center.

B. Visual Words and Distances

Determining the optimal distance for visual word-based

systems is essential but only received little attention in

the literature. As mentioned in Section V, [15] compared

L1 and L2 distances on one dataset only, and preferred

L1, but did not provide any explanation about these

results. Some other authors proposed custom distances for

visual word vectors comparison, based on some specific

properties. Ref. [3] proposed a distance which relies

on the assignation step of the local descriptors to the

centroids, to provide a finer similarity measure. Ref. [16]

also proposed a new distance based on this kind of

properties. Finally, [20] proposed another distance, which

relies on the properties of the nearest-neighbor search in

a more general way. All these distances where generally

validated on only one dataset.

XII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a study about distances and

weighting schemes in the context of visual words-based

image retrieval systems. We tested several parametrization

of the Minkowski distance and 84 weighting schemes

configurations adapted from the text retrieval literature,

and proposed two new weighting schemes based on

specific properties of visual words. The experiments were

performed on four datasets, corresponding to the two

most popular image retrieval tasks: particular object/scene

retrieval and categorized image retrieval. These datasets

present some interesting features that allow to bring to

light some properties of the visual words. Results show

that there is no universally optimal weighting schemes,

but rather that weighting schemes should be chosen

according to some visual properties of the dataset consid-

ered. To do so, a general weighting framework and some

associated guidelines were proposed. In addition to these

conclusions, our study revealed other interesting facts:

• Minkowski distances and weighting schemes are

linked, in the sense that they provide the same kind

of effect on the distance calculation, so that weight-

ing schemes can approximate fractional distances;

• contrary to what is often assumed, the quantization

of descriptors does not provide more generalization

properties to the system, but rather adds some noise

which strongly limits the performance of the system,

not only when dealing with particular object retrieval

(as it was implicitly shown by some previous papers

such as [3], [16]), but also when considering cat-

egorized image retrieval. This result also explains

the success of some approaches in supervised image

classification that take into account the accuracy of

descriptor quantization [6];

• using no weighting scheme at all can be the best

choice when dealing with complex datasets.

Finally, this work also questions some experimental habits

of the community:

• the tendency to systematically use a tf . idf weighting

scheme without considering other choices;

• the tendency to test the systems on one dataset

only, whereas datasets always contain biases, and can

therefore yield results that cannot be generalized to

others datasets.

One task that can be envisaged following these results

is to try to make the systems able to adapt themselves

to the nature of the query. This issue, that has not been

addressed directly so far, but is implicitly present is some

papers such as [48], is not limited to visual word-based

systems, but to any retrieval system, whatever the kind of

descriptors it uses. Indeed, it is clear that some descriptors

are clearly suited to describe some kind of objects but

not the others, e.g. color is suited to describe natural

objects (such as trees), but not human-made objects (such

as cars). Another perspective is to try to better understand

the model underlying the distribution of visual word

in images, to define more accurate weighting schemes.
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In text retrieval, some authors have formally defined

the desirable properties of IR systems according to the

objectives of their task [49]. The same work could be

done in image retrieval, according to the different image

retrieval tasks, to help building models of interest point

distribution and/or better interest point detectors, whose

properties would be suited to the image retrieval task

considered.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a kind of project which is 

about FPGA (the Field Programmable Gate Array, FPGA) 

hardware implementation scheme for PID AQM algorithm. 

According to the analyses of the relatively mature discrete 

PID algorithm, we realized PID algorithm by using the 

combination of LPM (Library of Parameter Modules) 

macro module and Verilog code in FPGA. In this article, we 

write the program of serial communication to achieve data 

communication of FPGA with the router (Ipcop), and we 

use the interface to connect PID algorithm and FPGA serial 

communication module, the purpose of which is to achieve 

the control of PID algorithm to control network 

communication data flow. This article uses FPGA to reduce 

the consumption of router by achieving PID AQM 

algorithm, which can improve the algorithm’s speed of 

execution and the real time performance. 

 

Index Terms—PID AQM; Active Queue Management; 

FPGA 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

AQM (Active Queue Management, AQM) algorithm is 

an important cluster of algorithms to control network 

congestion in the router nodes. AQM algorithms through 

the intermediate node of the network randomly discard IP 

packets, expecting the smaller queuing delay and larger 

data throughput. So far, researchers have proposed many 

AQM algorithms [1] [2], such as RED, PID, BLUE, 

AQM algorithm based on neural prediction model control, 

etc. In simulation environment, AQM algorithms with 

good control effect but with unsatisfactory effect in 

practice application, mainly because of computational 

complexity of such algorithms. Adding AQM algorithms 

to the router directly will increase the computation in 

control and over consumption of router resources, and 

make the real-time of an AQM algorithm worse. For the 

above defects of AQM algorithm in actual deployment, 

we proposed two aspects to improve the control effect of 

AQM algorithm. On the one hand, we try to improve the 

computing speed of AQM algorithm directly; on the other 

hand, to add AQM algorithm to an external device. 

For several AQM algorithms have problem of long 

response time, PID AQM algorithm was proposed [3]. 

And they use NS2 to simulation it under the condition of 

different load, different time delay. Simulation results 

indicate the PID algorithm is stable, robust, fast response. 

So far, many researchers have do their best to improve 

PID algorithm [4]. In order to improve the effect of 

algorithm in practical application, we focus to the 

hardware implementation scheme [5]. The emergence of 

the FPGA [6] and its powerful function provide the new 

train of thought for us in congestion control. FPGA has 

the capabilities of fast operation, rich hardware resources, 

working in parallel manner, and processing data with 

high efficiency, fast processing speed, strong program 

ability, good real-time, etc. Many researchers have used 

FPGA for AQM algorithm implementation [7]. And we 

have implemented RED algorithm in FPGA, which laid a 

solid foundation for this study [8]. 

This paper proposes a kind of project which is about 

FPGA hardware implementation scheme for PID AQM 

algorithm. Specific steps as shown below. Firstly, we 

analyze the mathematical formula of discrete PID 

algorithm. Secondly, we use the combination of the LPM 

macro module and Verilog code accurately to complete 

PID circuit scheme. Thirdly, we use the software method 

to realize the serial communication of FPGA side to 

realize data interaction between FPGA and Ipcop. Lastly, 

through the analyzing of simulated waveform, we verify 

the correctness of the PID algorithm. At the end of this 

article, we compared real-time values calculated by PID 

algorithm with the actual values by using the C 

programming language and Logic Analyzer to verify the 

functions of serial communications. 

II. PID AQM ALGORITHM AND PID AQM FOR FPGA 

IMPLEMENTATION 

AQM method of PI on the basis of the linear control 

theory controller is proposed by C.Holloton. The 

theoretical basis for the AQM research is the control 

theory introduced into the AQM system. PID algorithm 
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was introduced into the AQM mechanism, on the basis of 

the PI algorithm, shorter the time of queue length reach 

stable scheduling. Discrete PID expression as shown 

below, 

 ( ) ( 1) 1 2)p k p k ae k be k ce k           (1) 

When the PID controller is applied to the field of 

congestion control, q(k), p(k), and e(k) (e(k)=q(k)-qref ), 

respectively denote the instantaneous queue length, drop 

probability, deviation, and qref represents expected queue 

length. The principle diagram of PID algorithm is shown 

in Fig. 1. Obviously, the controller consists of one 

subtraction module, one add module, four delay modules 

(D in Fig. 1), and three multiplier modules. 
 

 

Figure 1.  Discrete PID principle diagram 

This design uses FPGA chip of Altera CycloneII 

EP2C35F484C6 series. The next work is to realize 

modules above.  

A. The design of the Subtraction Module 

Fist we write Verilog code of subtraction module, The 

main Verilog code of subtraction are shown in Fig. 2, and 

then compiler it to generate symbol file to realize the 

subtraction module. The purpose is to generate visual 

circuit diagram. 
 

 

Figure 2.  The main Verilog code of subtraction modules 

B. The design of the Add Module 

Four-terminals add module, as shown in Fig. 3, was 

established by using the LPM macro module of Quartus 

Ⅱsoftware. And then we get symbol files of add module. 

C. The Design of Delay Module 

Delay module was established by using the Verilog 

non-blocking assignment statements. By outputting the 

result e(k), which was calculated by delay module, in the 

next one or two clock can we obtain e(k-1) or e(k-2) delay 

signal. The main Verilog code of delay module are shown 

in Fig. 4. Then compiler to generate symbol file to realize 

the delay module. 
 

 

Figure 3.  The LPM module of add module 

 

Figure 4.  The Verilog code of delay modules 

D. The Design of Multiplication Module  

Multiplier module realized by calling the LPM macro 

module, as shown in Fig. 5, of which - 2226 is coefficient 

of b, and then we get symbol files of multiplier module. 
 

 

Figure 5.  The LPM module of multiplier module 

The next work is to link the symbol file of modules 

above together according to the diagram of the PID 

algorithm, as shown in Fig 6, we can obtain engineering 

principle diagram of the PID algorithm. 

The next step is to build communication between the 

FPGA and the router in the FPGA hardware side. 

III. THE IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME OF SERIAL 

COMMUNICATION FUNCTION IN FPGA SIDE 

The Function of the FPGA-side is responsible for 

receiving data of q (instantaneous queue, q) send by 

router, and sending the data of p (packet loss rate, p) 
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calculated by PID algorithms to router. Serial 

communication uses Nios II soft-launched core processor 

[9]. First of all, set up a SOPC system on FPGA. FPGA 

can realize serial communication when the SOPC 

hardware platform and software drive program are 

completed. 

A. The Hardware Development of SOPC System  

This design uses the strongest type of Nios II/f to 

realize CPU module, as shown in Fig. 7. The CPU 

module is the heart of the system. 
 

 

Figure 6.  Engineering principle diagram of the PID algorithm 

 

Figure 7.  CPU module 

Due to the limited capacity of the internal RAM on 

FPGA, SDRAM memory stores need to be established to 

storage larger program. The method of establishing a 

SDRAM controller is shown in Fig. 8. The SDRAM 

module provides enough storage space for the SOPC 

system. 
 

 

Figure 8.  SDRAM controller 

PI/O modules provide the data interaction with the 

outside world for the SOPC system. We create three PI/O 

(Input Parallel Output, PI/O) modules, the two of which 

are 32-bit PI/O, the one of which is 1-bit PI/O. 32-bit 

PI/O modules established is shown in Fig. 9.  
 

 

Figure 9.  PI/O module 

B. The Driver Software of SOPC System  

According to the steps above of building hardware 

system, the next work is to undertake the corresponding 

software to drive the hardware system. For example, 

computer cannot work without operating system software, 

operating system software, etc.  

UART and PI/O are peripherals in the Nios II system 

and be regarded as external architecture to complete the 

relevant functional operation. The main code of uart.c file 

are shown in Fig. 10. 
 

 
Figure 10.  The main code of Uart.c file 

 

Figure 11.  The main code of Uart.h file 
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The header files of SOPC system and header files of 

serial have different functions. The header file of SOPC 

is automatically generated by the system and defines 

related peripherals of hardware structure. The header file 

of serial communication defines functions related to the 

operation of the serial. The main code of Uart. h file are 

shown in Fig. 11. 

The main. c files contain information about the 

external hardware operation. The main code of main.c 

file as shown in Fig. 12. Specific information as follows, 

Receive data q; 

Send data q to the PID algorithm hardware circuit ; 

Drive PID algorithm Hardware circuit ; 

Accept the outcome data p of the operation, etc. 
 

 
Figure 12.  The main code of main.c file 

Nios II is soft-core processor, and how to implement 

the interface between the Nios II and PID algorithm 

hardware circuit is a key issue. As shown in Fig. 12, this 

design uses a PI/O and adds assignment statements to the 

PI/O port to drive level jump to generate falling edge that 

can be used to drive PID algorithm hardware circuit. 

The next step is to build communication between the 

FPGA and PID algorithm. 

IV. FPGA SERIAL JOINT WITH PID ALGORITHM 

After receiving q that sent by the router, FPGA sent it 

to the PID algorithm modules to compute to get the drop 

probability p. The q values are assigned to a defined 

32-bit PI/O module through software programming. The 

link way is shown in Fig. 13. 

 

 

Figure 13.  The receive port module with PID algorithm 

The p (drop probability,p) values calculated by the PID 

algorithm module will be sent back to the serial 

communication module. And in the next step p will be 

sent to the router. The p values are assigned to a defined 

32-bit PI/O module through software programming. The 

link way is shown in Fig. 14. 

By the design ideas of this article, as long as the router 

uses serial communication for data exchange with the 

FPGA side , and only the PID algorithm is embedded into 

the router can we achieve effective network congestion 

control. 
 

 

Figure 14.  The send module with PID algorithm 

V. FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

This design uses the Quartus II software for simulation 

analysis. Related simulation parameters [3] as follows: 

CLK is 50 MHZ, and in the PID algorithm formula, a = 

0.0000139; b = 0.00002226; c = 0.00000873; the value of 

qref = 200 packets. 

Fig. 15 records the simulation data in period of 220ns 

to 460ns. In Fig. 15, CLK represents the system clock 

signals, rising along effectively, and its frequency is 50 

MHZ; q is the instantaneous queue length of input signal; 

e is the deviation; ae represents ae (k) which equals 1390; 

delay1 represents deviation e that delays one clock cycle 

and delay1 equals e(k-1); be_1 represents be(k-1) and it 

equals -2226; delay2 represents deviation e that delays 

two clock cycles and delay2 represents e(k-2); ce_2 is 

ce(k-2) and it equals 873; p is output signal of discarding 

probability. 
 

 

Figure 15.  PID algorithm simulation 

Check the accuracy of delay module. On arrival of 

rising along signal at the k moment, signal q equals 207. 

Because e(k) = q(k)-200, so e(k) equals 7. Similarly, at 

k-1 moment, q(k-1) = 195, e(k-1) = -5; At k-2 moment, 

q(k-2) = 184, e(k-2) = -16. In Fig. 15, delay1(k) equals -5 

which represents the deviation e(k) outputs one clock 

cycle later, Similarly, delay2(k) equals -16. Therefore, the 

delay module realized delay function. 

Check the accuracy of multiplier module. When arrival 

of rising along signal at the k moment, according to the 

PID algorithm formula ae(k) = 9730, be(k-1) = 11130, 
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ce(k-2) = -13968. In Fig. 15, we can see that functional 

simulation results are correct, so the design of multiplier 

module is correct. 

Check the accuracy of discard probability p. When 

arrival of rise along q(k) is 207 at the k time, according to 

the formula(1), p(k) = 68063. In Fig. 15, at k moment 

simulation results p(k) = 68063, so discard probability is 

correct in this design. 

The related parameters for FPGA to realize the PID 

AQM algorithm were set the same as the function 

simulation experiment. In order to verify the operation of 

the drop probability p values of the PID algorithm in the 

FPGA that correspond to the p values are measured in the 

real network environment. The p values and q values [10] 

of PID queue management algorithms in the real router as 

shown in Table I. Logic analyzer can observe p values in 

real-time. Four moment values are shown in Fig. 16. and 

then compares p values with the data in Table I. Because 

the coefficient a, b, c are expand 108 times, so Logic 

analyzer sample get p values differ with the real p values 

in Table I also 108 times. 

TABLE I.  IN THE ACTUAL OUTER Q AND P VALUE TABLE OF PID 

ALGORITHM 

q  128 207 250 250 

p 0.0025948

0 

0.0005138

8 

0.0006806

3 

0.0009122

7 

0.0008

5220 

q 102 91 95 105 117 

p 0.0002174

5 

0.0001243

2 

0.0002356

2 

0.0003008

5 

0.0003

4520 

 

 

Figure 16.  P value observed by the Logic analyzer 

To see more data, we can use C language :" printf (" \ 

n q = % d", "p = % d \ n", q, p);" real-time outputs 

discard probability p values and the corresponding q 

values, as shown in Fig. 17. The router receive the p 

values calculated by the FPGA, Since the coefficient a, b, 

c expand 108 times, compared them with the data in Table 

I, so divide the same 108 times can we obtain real p 

values as in Table I 
 

.  

Figure 17.  Using C language to observe the FPGA end result of PID 

algorithm p 

This design follow the FPGA top-down design process 

strictly. Through logical analysis, we get the whole 

project hardware resource consumption as shown in Fig. 

18. We can see from Fig. 18, This design consume a few 

number of hardware resource of FPGA, So FPGA can 

completely meet the design. Compared Fig. 18 with Ref 

[8], PID AQM algorithm occupy less FPGA hardware 

resources than RED algorithm. 
 

 

Figure 18.  The hardware resource consumption of FPGA 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a kind of project which is about 

FPGA hardware implementation scheme for PID AQM 

algorithm, which improves the efficiency and accuracy of 

AQM and provides a prerequisite for the PID AQM 

algorithm fully implemented and accurate operation. This 

paper solved the problem of FPGA side module that 

drives PID algorithm module and serial communication, 

Laying the foundation for PID AQM algorithm 

implementation. 
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Abstract—when a large scale WSN is deployed in equipment 
condition monitoring system, some parameters of network 
have complex properties. If parameters were related to data 
processing in system diagnosis, these characteristics need be 
analyzed. The paper using Logistic map discusses the chaos 
character of the delay time in complex WSN. And presents 
the caculation precise of delay time related data is a function 
of complexity degree of WSN. And meanwhile the method of 
controlling complexity of network is discussed. Simulation 
shows the availability, practicality of analysis in the paper. 
 
Index Terms—chaos, complexity degree, error bound, 
temperature varying rate, Logistic map 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

     An important property of networked systems (for 
example, a large scale wireless equipment condition 
monitoring system) is their data accuracy and reliability, 
but they may go bad by disorder data, missing data, 
different delay time and so on.  
    This phenomenon is very complex, it is reasonable to 
propose that the chaos may occur when network is 
complex enough. For example, some parameter in the 
complex network have two important property of a 
chaotic dynamical system, that is (a) everywhere locally 
unstable (positive Lyapunov exponent) and (b) globally 
mixing (positive entropy). And it is well known, that  
chaos often occurs if the Lyapunov time is significantly 
shorter than the observational time(for example, the time 
by which a phase space region initially comparable in 
size to the observational accuracy extends across the 
entire accessible phase space). A similar thing is in a 
complex network, one can never predict what delay time 
a node (transmitting data) may have. Paper studies the 
chaos in data processing in WSN. 

Important features of chaotic signals in WSN, such as: 
pseudo-randomness, sensitivity to initial conditions and 
parameters of the system, are studied in paper [1], [2], [3], 
[4].  

Some researchers study using chaos in physical layer, 
data link layer, network layer, and so on. For example, 
Nakano studies chaos synchronization-based data 
transmission scheme in multiple sink wireless sensor 
networks [5]. Qian Fang proposes a secure cluster routing 
protocol based on chaotic encryption as well as a 
conventional symmetric encryption scheme [6]. Berber [7] 
uses chaotic sequences in direct sequence spread 
spectrum systems in physical layer in wireless sensor 

networks. But as the motivation of wireless monitoring 
system, how the chaos characteristic influence the test 
data processing has not been studied enough by now. 

Meanwhile some researchers study robustness 
performance of chaotic test data in complex network. For 
example, Saito investigates a coupled map network using 
multicanonical Monte Carlo method [8]; Kauffman [9] 
introduced the Boolean network model and proposed the 
hypothesis some systems prefer the edge of chaos 
because it allows systems to have complex behaviors. 
The related arithmetic includes Markov chain Monte 
Carlo method, power series or polynomial chaos 
expansions, Stalled predictive feedback control (PFC), 
and so on[10] [11]. But the related arithmetic of chaotic 
test data processing is very less. 

Paper focuses on chaos character of the test data 
processing in complex wireless sensor networks. 
Contributions of paper include using chaos character to 
analyze some network parameter, present the concept of 
complexity degree to build the relation between the 
complexes of network with the chaos character. And 
propose the error bound produced by complexity degree 
of network is proposed. 

The paper is organized as follows: section II gives a 
brief review of chaos map in WSN. Section III presents 
the chaos occur in a complex WSN network. Section IV 
presents the theory foundation for it. In Section V, the 
error bound of data processing is presented. The 
simulation results are presented in section VI. 

II.  CHAOS MAP AND ITS APPLICATIONS IN WSN 

A.    PWLCM map 

Mansour [12] uses the PWLCM (Piece Wise Linear 
Chaotic Map) function in security communication of 
WSN. PWLCM uses very few multiplications/divisions 
operations and several additions/comparisons for each 
digital chaotic iteration.  

PWLCM has following dynamical properties: 
(i) Uniform and invariant density, 
(ii) Exponentially decayed correlation function  
(iii) Simple hardware and software realization and 

implementation.  
PWLCM is a map composed of multiple linear 

segments and it is given by equation (1). 
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B. a chaos-based data gathering scheme 

Nakano [13][14] uses a chaos-based data gathering 
scheme. Its chaos map is descried as below: a WSN is 
consisting of M wireless sensor nodes. Each wireless 

sensor node ),...,1( MiSi   has a timer which controls 

transmit and receive sensor timing information. The timer 

in iS  is characterized by an oscillator having two 

internal states iX  and iY , a non-negative integer distance 

level il , and an offset time iO . Basic dynamics of the 

timer in iS  is described by the following equation: 
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Where iiiii aqp ,,,,  denote a damping, a self-

running angular frequency, a slope, a base state for 
self-firing, and a base state for compulsory-firing.  

C.  Lorenz system 

Paper [15] use the deterministic Lorenz system (6) 
studies the phenomenon that chaos is contained in data of 
WSN. 

xybzz

xzyRxy
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 )(
                                        (6) 

It chooses parameters )3/8,240,10(),,( bRs , where the 

system has a stable periodic orbit . The return map   to 

the cross-section  defined by 239z has a fixed point 

at its intersection with  , located at 

)239,2266.69,7754.29(),,( zyx . 

The stochastic Lorenz system is the SDE defined by 

gdWdtxybzdz

gdWdtxzyRxdy

gdWdtxysdx
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Where g  is a constant that determines the amplitude of 

the Brownian term dW . 

D. Logistic chaos 

Logistic map (9) in WSN is mostly in researches [16] 
[17]. 

]4,0[),1,0(),1(1   xxxx nnn          (8) 

When 5699.3 ,the sequence generated by this map 

will be chaotic. 
Anther Logistic map is  

]2,0[),1,1(,1
2

1   xxx nn
        (9) 

In order to enlarge the data range of xi, the extend 
Logistic map is like (10). 

)4,0(),,0(,/)/(1   mNxNmxNxx nnn
(10) 

Where kK mN 2,2  ,K and k are both integers. 

When 569.3 ,the sequence generated by this map will 

be chaotic. 
An example code to produce Logistic map is like 

below.  
“x(1,1)=a*x0*(1-x0); 

for i=2:n 
    x(i,1)=a*x(i-1,1)*(1-x(i-1,1)); 
end”. 

E  Chebyshev Degree-L maps  

Berber [7] uses Chebyshev degree-L maps in their 
chaos physical design of WSN. It is defined by this 
recursive equation 

)](coscos[)1( 1 kcLkc              (11) 

Where discrete random samples in the 
sequence )(1 kci

have the values between -1 and +1. If 

2L  the logistic map is obtained, and with L = 3 the 
cubic map is defined. The discrete random samples will 
be called chips. The density function of these maps is 

)](coscos[)1( 1
1

1 kcLkc ii
            (12) 

III.  THE CHAOS OCCUR IN A COMPLEX WSN NETWORK  

A Formation of problem: Data map to chaos 

Suppose in WSN, data transmitting in the network 
include measure data and network manager data. 

Then there is non linear observation univariate time 

series )(nx , supposing the delay time of communication 

is almost varying, and then it creates a multivariate time 
series (13). 

))'(),...,2(),1(()(  nxxxnX                 (13) 

In fact, a complex WSN, when nodes loss its 

connection or be attacked randomly, n and   is 
problematic. 

There are two kinds of measurement data processing in 
the network, one is that the network characteristic data 
(test sequence, time ,and so on); another is the real time 
test data. And obviously the next one is the special status 
of the first one, when the characteristic data is data itself. 
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Let look the temperature test data, the temperature 
itself is parameter, in commonplace, the change rate of 
temperature is also a parameter.  

In applications, transmitting data often use test 
sequence number to ensure the order and delay of test 
data. 

Then:  

},...,2,1{));'(),...,2(),1(()( ninxxxnX iiii    (14) 

And   
);()(,

},..1{;0)(),_)((

kxwkxelse

nkwkxmisskxif

ii

ii



      (15) 

    First, let look how chaos can be occurred in complex 
WSN. 

In Internet work, there are some researches that have 
indicated that the network delay time series process 
existed chaotic identity [17][18]. 

To describe the delay in complex WSN, here use a 
Logistic map to analyze its complex properties. 

]4,0[),1,0(),1(1   xxxx nnn  

Here x=1 means the time interval of transmitting data 
in one node. Even there may have different transmitting 
rate, the ‘1’ is normalization value. 

 
Figure 1. 1D Logistic map plot 

Suppose the complexity of network is control by 
parameter  ,in a certain range, the larger the value, the 

more complexity of network. 
Firstly, when   is smaller than 1, its means the 

network is always in its normal operating status, the ideal 
mean delay time is often supposed to be zero. 

Secondly,  when   is larger than 1 but smaller than 3, 

its means the network have collisions, the multi hop delay 
the transmitting time, and even some simple faults occurs, 
make the route of network become long and time cost. 
But the delay time may be determined by the network 
status, so the delay time becomes large. For example, it is 
varies from 0 to 0.6. 

Thirdly, when network is more complex, even the node 
failure is random or period, then the more delay time in a 
network may exist, even in same network when network 
is complex. When   is larger than 3. 

In the end, when   is larger enough, the chaos may 

occurs. The simple explanation for it is if there is some 
delay time (x value) can not be achieved, then we can 
always change the route path of the node to cover this 
value, when the network were complexity enough.  

And more import one is there may be no effective way 
to calculate its statistic value (16) for delay time. For 
even although its time average value may be certain, its 
relationship with control parameter    is complicated; 
and its space average value is uncertain due to its 
different initial node place. 
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So, if the delay time is uncertain, even we know the 
physical or empirical model for a test dynamic parameter 
(have relationship with time), we can not calculate the 
best precise value of the parameter, even more, we cannot 
predict precisely with long time term value with a certain 
model in some simple network. 

Here we get theorem 1. 
Theorem 1: the network parameters can have the 

chaos character in a complex WSN network. 
Its prove is in subsection B. 

B Some Data map produce chaos 

As discussed in Section II, (c) to (e), the network 
transmitting itself may can be chaos, as the character 
parameter estimation have relationship with time, there 
may produce global chaos in the network. 

The phenomenon in subsection A and B, have blow 
properties. 

Prove (of theorem 1) 
(1)  It is sensitive to initial conditions; 
These mean in complex WSN, may have multi chaos 

in it, what chaos the nodes may have, it is determined by 
its initial value. 

That is, if D is compact space: DDf :  is map, and 

satisfy 
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(2) It is topologically mixing;  
Topological mixing (or topological transitivity) means 

that the system will evolve over time so that any given 
region oropen set of its phase space will eventually 
overlap with any other given region. 

That is,  

,...}2,1,0|)({)(
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00

00
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(3) It is dense periodic orbits. DfPer )(  

A dense periodic orbit means that every point in the 
space is approached arbitrarily closely by periodic orbits. 

Like Logistic map and other maps. 
And follow the (1), (2), (3). We get there may have 

Devaney Chaos in complex WSN. 

C. complexity degree  v.s chaos  

It is well known, if a system have two important 
property, that is (a) everywhere locally unstable (positive 
Lyapunov exponent) and (b) globally mixing (positive 
entropy), it may be a chaotic dynamical system. 

Basis on network operating parameter, for example, 
delay time, throughput, Qos of WSN and so on, we define 
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complexity degree of WSN network. First, the delay time 
in network should be defined. 

Definition 1: Simple Delay time. In a not congesting 
network, when transmitting x byte data, simple delay 
time is equal to  

 bxaT delaysimple _
                               (19) 

Where ‘a’ stand for the delay needed for sending 1 data 
byte, parameter b is the time needed for the protocol 
overhead for sending one packet. 

Definition 2: Multi value Delay time. In a normal 
network, there are often connection changes by random 
attack or random lose function of nodes. So the delay 
time of node may be multi value. 
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wk
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delayw 1_

      where ),...,2,1( nw      (20) 

Definition 3: here define w  is complexity degree of 
network. 

 Obviously, longer run time and different placed 
network have more w  value. Complex topology network 
have big complexity degree value than simple topology 
network. 

So owing to the definition of chaos, we get Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1: The chaoses occur only when complexity 

degree is approach infinity. And more fragile network 
the more difficult the chaos produces. 

D.  error bound of  estimation of test data under the 
complexity of network 

Unlike normal signal processing, in WSN data process, 
often deal with characteristic data of signal processing.  

So it is important to discuss a limited value (error 
bound) like Fisher information matrix for statistic data, 
even in chaos character in these data. 

(1) Demand Analysis: calculated in fields node v.s. 
calculated in monitoring center. 

TABLE I.    
THE ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE OF DIFFERENT CALCULATE  

 Calculate in fields node Calculate in monitoring 
center 

advantage If physic or empirical 
model were simple and 

clear, calculation is more 
simple and precise. 

More reliable and 
global precise than first 

method, but network 
topology varying may 

be one influence factor. 
disadvantage Add communication data 

length, clock or timer drift 
may make calculate not 

inconformity of all nodes 
in the network. 

Network time base is 
complex 

If missing 
data 

Not easy to recover Hard to recover. 

note Distribute optimal 
Fault diagnose and 
prognosis are often 

complex 

Global optimal 

For example, the temperature change rate and vibration 
change rate, is calculated in the fields. But they can not 
achieve global optimal for its limited data store and 
processing ability.  The compare of caculation in fields 
node wth calculated in monitoring center is shown in 

Table.1. So how to control the complexity of network 
should be analyzed in some case. 

(2) Model of test data 
Sensor nodes i at time t, its observation is  

,...1,0),()()(   ttvtCtz iii                    (21) 

in
i tz )( is observation vector, in

i tv )( is random 

noise.   is the parameter need be test. 
nn

i
itC )( is time varying observation matrix. 

(3) Model of communication in complex network  

,...1,0),()(  ttztr iii
                  (22) 

)]/()[()),(( 11 iiiiiii ttrrdttrf  
                (23) 

)(tri
is receiving data, i delay time. )),(( iii ttrf  is a 

model of time processing function. 
 (4) Influence factors  
Influence factors include time base drift, hop number, 

network reform, topology manager, and so on. 

...
_

_

_

_
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(5) Error bound 
As discussed in (3) and (4), the error bound is very 

complex, here use complexity degree to describe its error 
bound. 

Lemma 2: if  w  is complexity degree of network, a 
function which have chaos related parameter (for 
example delay time in this paper), then the error 
bound of the function is proposed to be proportion 

with
w

w 1 . 

IV  THE SIMULATION AND RESLUTS 

In wireless equipment condition monitoring system, 
the temperature test is simple and import one. Without 
loss of generality, a heating and cooling process is often 
gone with the temperature change of metal container. In 
these applications, the limit (highest and lowest) 
temperature value is no meaning, but the plot and the 
heating rate are useful to monitor its operating status. 

To model the heating process, here give a plot as (25). 























utestt

utestt

utestt

utestt

T

min]90,80[;09.062

min]80,40[;75.032

min]40,18[;467.018

min]100[;5.13

             (25) 

Without loss of generality, the temperature test process 
has Gauss noise, with different sensor, the precise of 
temperature is different, but normally the test error can be 
proposed to be lesser than 10%. 

In simulation, here use formula (21), the field test plot 
and model analyze picture is to be drawn like figure.2. 

The color bold figure is test error may be existed in the 
fields and green thin line is physic model as formula (25). 
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Figure 2. A simple metal containment heating processing and its normal test data
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Figure 3. The simulation of temperature varying rate test in WSN (worst case)

Then the data should be transmitted wirelessly. The 
transmitted data may be temperature and temperature 
chance data. Without loss of generality, here use a worst 
changed delay time to calculate the heating rate in the 
figure (2).  Here use Matlab to simulate delay time. 

In figure 3, the blue one is model value as (25), the 
green one is received temperature rating data, and the red 
one is the data that receive temperature data and 
temperature rating data is calculated by the network delay 
time. It shows that if the network has complexity degree 
of two, the worst error may be 0.5. 

Obviously, in a simple model, and when the 
throughput of network is small, calculating data at the 
fields and transmitting temperature chance data is more 
precise. 

So, when the physic or empirical models were 
complicated, (1) the multi sink or micro network should 
be used to decrease complexity of network; (2) spatial 
redundancy should be used if complexity of network 
should not be added. 

V  CONCLUSIONS 

The phenomenon that chaos occurs when nodes loss its 
connection or be attacked randomly in very complex 
WSN are discussed in the paper, for example, the delay 
time is one parameter that may have chaotic character. 

Based on this, the paper has gained following results:  
(1) The network parameters can have the chaos 

character in a complex WSN network. 
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(2) The chaos occurs only when complexity degree is 
approach infinity. And more fragile network the more 
difficult the chaos produces 

(3) If  w  is complexity degree of network, a function 
which have chaos related parameter (for example delay 
time in this paper), then the error bound of the function is 

proportion with
w

w 1 . 
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